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DATES TO REMEMBER
13th May 2021 ‘Peek in the Well’ SA Water
Performance
th
20 May 2021 Yr 2 Dream Big excursion
26th May 2021 National Sorry Day
27th May 2021 Reconciliation Week starts
11th June 2021 Student- Free Day
14th June 2021 Queens Birthday

Dear Parents and Caregivers,
Welcome back to what will no doubt be a busy term:
NAPLAN testing, excursions, Reconciliation week and
Semester 1 student reports.
Children’s Centre Mural
As part of our cultural learning, the Children’s Centre
welcomed two Aboriginal artists, Tjimari and Iteka,
from Kumarnithi. The children in the over 3’s had an
opportunity to learn about Aboriginal culture through
symbols and Aboriginal stories and hands-on
experiences using pictures, posters and wooden
symbols. They painted with sticks, feathers, and
brushes. That led to an opportunity to paint their own
canvas, bark or stones as they worked alongside the
artists in the preschool room.

The mural and artists, Tjimari and Iteka

Art and recycling – Ms Margie and 7013
Last Term 7013 used recycled materials and paint
textas to create mini
animal portraits.
Miss Margie was inspired
by an idea she found on
Instagram. Before we
began creating our
portraits, we had to
brainstorm animals and
choose one for our
project. We then
researched
photographic references
and saved them on the
IPad. We then created
our portraits and took
photos of our work. Next
term we are going to use
‘Yellow hat’ thinking to
reflect about our
success.

Children experimenting with painting using different materials

The mural will be mounted on the fence for the children
and our families to enjoy every day. We hope to host a
family celebration to officially open the mural and show
case the children’s artwork during term 2.

Quote for the Week:

‘With the new day
comes new strength and
new thoughts’

Gloria Debba - Community Development Coordinator.
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